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A MESSAGE FROM GORKY by Andrei Sakharov.

This is the text of the letter from Academician
Sakharov (translated by Tatiana Yankelevich and
Richard Lourie). It is his response to being awarded
the 1983 Szilard Award of the Forum and was read at
the Awards Session at the 1983 Baltimore APS
meeting.
I am grateful and proud to accept this award, nam
ed for a remarkable man and scientist, Leo Szilard. I
know of Szilard's outstanding scientific merits and of
his public activity, which sprang from his innate, acute
feeling of personal responsibility for the fate of
mankind on our planet, and for the possible conse
quences of science's great victories.
In the years of Szilard's life and activity it become
clearer than ever before how great the responsibility
of scientists is to the society. And, to a large extent, it
is due to Szilard that this awareness began to spread
in the scientific community. Unfortunately, today,
almost 20 years after Szilard died, the problems that
disturbed him are not less acute or tragic.
Today, as then, the world is politically and
ideologically divided into two opposing camps. Both
sides are threatening each other with missiles and
nuclear weaponry. Destructive capacity increases
every year and has already reached a level at which
its uses would cause the deaths of hundreds of
millions of people and cause destruction un
precedented in the history of mankind; create chaos,
devastation and suffering; and hurl human society
back centuries. the total annihilation of mankind and
life on Earth is not out of the question - perhaps even
with the exisiting reserves of nuclear arms - and is
even more probable with the further quantitative and
qualitative development of the means for mass
destruction.
Meanwhile, the confrontations are not static. One
glance at the map of the world today and in the first
post-war years is enough to realize that the line
separating the areas of prevailing influence has been
continuously moving in one direction - to the benefit
of the socialist camp. One could call this a manifesta
tion of the laws of history; some might say of
historical justice. Others might call this a socialist ex
pansion replacing one sort of social and legal pro
blems with others, no less acute and tragic. The most
important thing is the objective result, which is a fur
ther aggravation of the international situation and an
increasing danger of local conflicts growing into a
worldwide clash.
The problems of the underdeveloped countries are
as acute as they were earlier. There is no doubt that
unevenness of development creates enormous suffer
ing for the greater part of mankind and poses a threat
to world stability. Maybe that is the main source of
danger. To decrease the unevenness is one of the
chief tasks of our times, demanding coordinated ac
tion by all countries, developed and developing. Un
fortunately, the division of the world produces
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negative results in this matter as well. At present, the
Soviet Union provides the developing countries with
only very small amounts of technological and
economic assistance -and only to those under its in
fluence. Having practically withdrawn from participa
tion in worldwide joint efforts. the Soviets have.
however. become a major supplier of arms.
Since the late 1960's international terrorism, a sort
of terrorist international of "left" and "right" groups •.
has become a serious destabilizing factor. Those
states that directly or indirectly encourage these
destructive forces are undoubtedly causing great harm
to the entire world. their own people included.
One of the most tragic and dangerous events of re
cent years was the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Many tens of thousands of Afghanis have died in the
three years of war; according to some estimates, the
number of victims exceeds 100,000. Many Soviet
soldiers have died. Millions of Afghanis have fled the
horrors of war and left the country; about one-third of
the population have become refugees. The Soviet in
vasion seriously aggravated the international situa
tion, affected the rate of the arms race and, in par
ticu 10 r. the fate of SALT II. If there are not changes for
the better in the world. Afghanistan could become the
Abyssinia of a new world war!
Today we ask ourselves once again: Does mutual
nuclear terror serve as a deterrent against war? For
almost 40 years the world has avoided a third world
war. And. quite possibly, nuclear deterrence has
been, to a considerable extent. the reason for this.
But I am convinced that nuclear deterence is gradually
turning into its own antithesis and becoming a
dangerous remnant of the past. The equilibrium pro
vided by nuclear deterrence is becoming increasingly
unsteady; increasingly real is the danger that
mankind will perish if an accident or insanity or un
controlled escalation draws it into a total ther
monuclear war. In light of this it is necessary, gradual
ly and carefully, to shift the functions of deterrence
onto conventional armed forces, with all the
economic, political and social consequences this en
tails. It is necessary to strive for nuclear disarmament.
Of course, in all the intermediate states of disarma
ment and negotiations, international security must be
provided for, vis-a-vis any possible move by a poten
tial aggressor. For this in particular one has to be
ready to resist, at all the various possible stages in the
escalation of a conventional or a nuclear war. No side
must feel any temptation to engage in a limited or
regional nuclear war.
There are two specific problems. One is that the
main part of the Soviet Union's nuclear potential is
concentrated in gigantic land-based missiles. Essen
tially. this is a first-strike weapon. It is necessary to
strive to eliminate these weapons or to reduce their
number. There is little chance of this happening
before the west has analogous missiles and is ready
to eliminate them as well as the other means of
nuclear war. The second problem is that the Soviet
Union is not likely to eliminate its powerful medium
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range missiles, which have upset the nuclear
equilibrium in Europe and which threaten China and
Japan, before the West deploys analogous missiles.
Certainly the ultimate goals are international
security, the elimination and demolition of nuclear
weaponry, and rapprochement - convergence by
countries wih different political systems. In the long
run, convergence is the only alternative to global
destruction. This goal cannot be achieved without pro
found political and ideological changes - both in the
relations between socialist and western countries,
and within the countries themselves.
In the postwar years Nils Bohr, as well as Szilard
and many other like-minded people, dreamed that
open societies would provide an important and
dispensable guarantee for international security.
Since then, Stalin's tyrannical regime with its
monstrous mass crimes has become a thing of the past
in the Soviet Union. But the key features of the system
formed under Stalin have basically survived. They are:
the monopoly of the Party and the state in economics
and ideology, which is even harsher in the political
and military spheres; and the attendant violation of
freedom of conscience and the free flow of informa
tion; of the right to choose one's country of residence
and place of residence within the country; the un
founded persecution of dissidents and prisoners of
conscience. Of course, the scale of persecution cannot
at all be compared to that of Stalin's times. But to
persecute people for their convictions, people who
have not resorted to violence or advocated it, is in
essence inadmissible. I am certain that the plight of
the prisoners of conscience-many of whom are
sentenced to seven and even 15 years of deprivation
of freedom-cannot help but disturb us. It is very im
portant to fight for each prisoner as an individuol.
Universal amnesty for prisoners of conscience in the
Soviet Union and throughout t,he world would not only
be an act of humanity but qh important step on the
path of strengthening intern/ational trust and security.
I would like once more to remind you of the pro
found alarm felt by our great predecessors - Einstein,
Bohr, Russell. Szilard - for the fate of mankind, and of
the ideas they left us. These ideas - about peace,
about the importance of mutual understanding and
tolerance, about the openness of society, the respect
for human rights, the convergence of states with dif
ferent political systems, the Pesponsibility of scientists
are as important today as when they were expressed
for the first time.
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH A NUCLEAR FREEZE?
by Lewis A. Glenn, L·387, Physics Dept.,
Lawrence Livermore National Lab.
Livermore, CA 94550.
Advocates claim that a nuclear freeze will
-Put an end to an arms race that otherwise can end
only in holocaust
-Ensure that there will be no future generations of
nuclear weapons.
The freeze proposal would ban the manufacture,
testing, and deployment of any new nuclear weapons,
while allowing the maintenance of existing nuclear
farces only until reductions could be agreed on with
due deliberation. What's wrong with this idea?
The main problem is verification. Most proponents
of a freeze agree on the importance of verification by
prefacing their proposal with the adjectives mutual
and verifiable. The reason for this is that, without
adequate verification, one side could clandestinely
acquire and deploy new weapons while the other
does not. The problem is aggravated if this happens
while both sides are supposedly reducing their
arsenals since, in this case, the numerical superiority
of the evader is quickly magnified. The risk of nuclear
confrontation is then very much enhanced because
the evader may perceive that a surprise strike would
eliminate any possible counter-strike by the victim.
The possibility of a successful first strike becomes a
reality when the aggressor has the task of only
locating the few remaining weapons of the victim (the
main body having been dismantled by agreement)
and can target each with several of his own to ensure
their complete destruction. Conversely, the risk of
confrontation is much less with large numbers on both
sides. Even with multiple targeting, the aggressor is
assured by the laws of probability that at least a small
fraction of the victim's arsenal will remain after his
onslaught. If the initial arsenal is large enough, the
remnant will be sufficient to wreak havoc on the ag
gressor's homeland - thus serving as an effective
deterrent to any nuclear exchange.
Freeze advocates generally react to this MAD (for
Mutual Assured Destruction) scenario with the claim
that it is too dangerous and that adequate verification
is possible with "national" methods. By this they mean
methods that can be managed independently, without
cooperation of the other party - an especially impor
tant consideration in view of the closed nature of a
totalitarian society like that of the Soviet Union. In
fact, there are three items that need to be verified in
the event of a freeze: testing, manufacture, and
deployment. The detection of nuclear weapons testing
is relatively easy, at least up to a point. Neither the
Soviet Union nor the United States is currently testing
in the atmosphere, such testing having already been
proscribed by the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963:
satellite surveillance and extra-territorial at
mospheric sampling virtually ensure that no violations
hove occurred. Underground testing is still permitted.
however, although by mutual agreement (the
unratified Threshold Test Ban Treaty of 1974) testing is
limited to explosive yields not exceeding 150 kilotons .
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Extra-territorial seismic monitoring has guaranteed
the acceptance of this limit, although the Soviets have
been accused of a few isolated violations. Moreover,
the state-of-the-art is such that seismic monitoring
could detect underground explosions with yields in
excess of only a few kilotons. This would require the
installation of a number of "tamper-proof" in
struments within the national frontiers of both sides,
as well as the provision for periodic maintenance, and
perhaps occasional on-site inspections. It is important
to note, however, that weapons with yields
equivalent to those dropped on Japan could probably
still be secretly tested by a determined evader, even
with the best currently-available seismic equipment in
place. Some have argued that satellite surveillance
would be effective in detecting any nuclear testing
since a great deal of surface activity is involved in con
ventional underground experiments. It goes without
saying that such octivity is easily avoided - at very
moderate cost increases - in the event that it matters.
The detection of the manufacturing and deployment
of nuclear weapons is infinitely more difficult. Again,
it is claimed that production plants and transportation
routes are well-known and can easily be kept under
satellite scrutiny; new ones can be similarly iden
tified. Our satellites ore for from infallible, however,
as has recently been demonstrated anew by the
"discovery" of hundreds of previously unaccounted for
new Soviet T-80 tanks, the production facilities for
which were supposedly under constant surveillance.
Moreover, it is tacitly assumed that facilities to
assemble and transport new nuclear weapons must
resemble the present, "well-worn" plants and routes.
Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art has advanced con
siderably in the past few years. Much less special
nuclear material (SNM) is required in modern, com
pact weapons systems and world inventories have in
creased dramatically. Those few facilities - such as
uranium enrichment plants
that were large,
specialized, and therefore highly visible, can now be
replaced with much smaller and concealed opera
tions. In the case of uranium enrichment, for exam
ple, gaseous diffusion can be substituted for by either
mechanical centrifuging or laser isotope separation,
both of which would require for less space. Warhead
fubrication would require even less subterfuge, since
nuclear and conventional warheads are now inter
changeable on many weapons. Nuclear warheads
could be assembled right 910ngside conventional ex
plosives. Once so assembled, they could be
transported just as ordinary missile components or
munitions. Moreover, a clever evader would design
his systems to be highly modular. Components would
be separately transported to disparate locations and
stored for rapid assembly at a later date. The genesis
of such a program is probably already in place in the
Soviet Union, with the appearance of the mobile,
solid-fueled IC8M designated the SS-16.
Nuclear freeze proponents concede the possibility
-even the likelihood - of some cheating. They claim,
however, that the "number of weapons that could be
produced clandestinely would be very small (some
tens or hundreds) with respect to the size of current
arsenals... ". Whether or not these low estimates are
accurate, even they are most disquieting. If the
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Soviets could secretly stockpile only two weapons per
week, while both sides had supposedly first frozen
production and then staged "verified" reductions at
the modest rate of, say 10% per year, in ten years
time they would be left with 1000 and we with none!
Finally, we come to the important question of
motivation. It is claimed that the Russians do not want
a nuclear war any more than do we. In a recent
speech, George Kennan is quoted as saying: "there is
no issue at stake in our political relations with the
Soviet Union - no hope, no fear, nothing to which we
aspire, nothing we would like to avoid - which could
conceivably justify the resort to nuclear weaponry".
While we must agree with this homily, there is good
reason to suspect that the same view is not held by
the other side. When one reads Kennan's remark,
there is a great temptation to substitute German
government for Soviet Union and armed conflict for
nuclear weaponry. The result is virtually a transcript
fragment from Neville Chamberlain's speech to the
Commons just prior to his departure for Munich in
1938. If the communist leader, like his national
socialist counterport 45 years ago, perceives that
political advantage can be derived by agreeing to a
nuclear freeze, there is no doubt that he will make the
most of it; there is considerable doubt whether he will
live up to it. And just as in 1938, there is an upswell in
public opinion in the democracies, especially amongst
the "beUer-educated" contingent, that decries any
dissent from these views and labels as a warmonger
any dissenter.
Some will read these words and recoil in horror.
They will cry out about an endless arms race, with
ever increasing numbers of missiles and megaton
nage. Endless it may be, but unbounded it will surely
not be. Competition for increasingly scarce federal
funding is the viscosity that will put a lid on our
strategic arsenal. and this process is already under
way. New weapons systems are coming under in
creasing scrutiny (witness the MX and 8-1 programs)
and these will have to compete for limited funds with
other defense needs, as well as with social programs.
Still, it is vital that we continue nuclear weapons
research if we wish to minimize the risk of a surprise
attack. In the real world of today perhaps an endless
arms competition is a necessary component of eternal
vigilance which, as Jefferson would have it, is the
price of liberty.
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